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1 Introduction

Evo Morales, is a Bolivian politician, leader of the Movement for Socialism party,
and former president of Bolivia from 2006 to 2019. His administration has been
part of the latin-american Socialism of the 21st century. The leaders belonging
to this movement are characterized by their ability to use their rhetorical skills to
seduce people. Indeed, Morales has been described as a “charismatic populist”
[1], who aimed at identifying himself with his audience [2], by means of a populist
discourse [3]. Indeed, his speeches are organized as a Triadic Scenario where
people, guided by Morales himself, fight against a common enemy (e.g., political
class, elite), which is responsible for a disastrous social situation [3, 2]. Moreover,
he often refers to social welfare and economic progress as a powerful recruitment
process strategy[2], in order to stir positive feelings in the audience, as a rhetoric
of effects. And thus, studying Morales’ rhetoric skills is a crucial step towards
understanding his political success. Interestingly, discursive strategies change
according to external events (e.g., during crisis [4, 5]) and evolve along time, as
shown for instance in [6]. Here, we studied the evolution of Morale’s discursive
strategies combining frequent itemsets mining and clustering, with the linguistic
speech analysis methodology of P. Charaudeau.

In this work, we studied 477 tweets from Evo Morales, posted between the
1st of November and the 2nd of December 2019, i.e., during the particularly
turbulent period, that characterized the end of his administration.
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Dates Events
10/20 General Elections (first results suggest the need of a 2nd tour).

10/21 Live vote count interruption, opposition denounces electoral fraud.

10/22 General strike proclaimed, demonstrations/riots until 11/10.

Clashes between opponents vs. police and Morales supporters.

10/23 Morales’ government asks the OAE to audit the elections.

10/25 Morales is re-elected without needing a 2nd tour.

10/31 OAE electoral audit begins.

11/08 Police mutiny.

11/09 Government call to convene a dialogue, but the opposition refused.

11/10 Preliminary OAE report confirms intentional electoral manipulation.

Workers union, police and army call Morales to resign.

Morales and senior members of the government resign.

Pro-Morales riots until 11/22, clashes with police and army.

11/11 Morales leaves Bolivia.

11/12 Senator J. Añez assumes the presidential office.

Table 1: Timeline of main events since Bolivian general election

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Dataset

Context During October and November 2019, Bolivia experienced a dramatic
socio-political crisis, and underwent major political changes, as summarised in
the timeline 1. This period can be separated in three major intervals:

1) Between the 1st and the 20th of October, Bolivia underwent a political
campaign towards general elections.

2) Between the 21st of October to the 10th of November, Bolivia experienced
a socio-political post-electoral crisis.

3) Between the 11th and the end of November, Bolivia went though an
administration change and an important socio-political crisis.

Therefore characterizing Morale’s discursive strategies during this period is
an important step towards interesting the mechanisms driving the evolution of
discourse under political crisis.

Dataset description This paper studies the evolution of Evo Morales’ dis-
cursive strategies on Twitter, by focusing on the tweets he posted between the
1st of October 2019 and the 2 of December 2019. In practice, the tweepy python
library [7] was used to download 477 Morales’ tweets, containing 12871 words
in total, and representing a vocabulary of 3678 distinct words.

2.2 Methodology

Pre-processing As in many Natural Language Processing applications, a first
step consisted in filtering stop-words and rare-words. Stop-words filtering aims
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at removing too common words conveying little semantic information, whereas
rare-words filtering aims at removing “noisy words” that are not used often.
Here, we selected a curated set of 34 stop-words1, and words that were only
used once in the dataset were considered rare, and were removed accordingly.
This step was ensured using custom Python scripts based on the nltk library
[8]. The pre-processed dataset contains 10693 words in total, and a vocabulary
with 1500 distinct words.

Frequent itemsets extraction In order to detect sets of words that are
frequently used together, we used a frequent itemset mining procedure.

More formally, let a tweet s be an ordered list of words from vocabulary
V = {w1, w2, ...}, and let a tweets dataset be S = (s1, s2, . . . ) an ordered list
of tweets si received at time i. The dataset vocabulary V , denotes the set of
possible items, the transactions dataset is simply T = (t1, t2, . . . ), with ti =
{w ∈ si} for each tweet si ∈ S, and let m ⊆ V denote an itemset. The support
supp(m,T ) of an itemset m in T , is simply the frequency of transactions in T

containing m, i.e., supp(m,T ) = |{t∈T | m⊆t}|
|T | .

In practice, we used the popular FP-growth algorithm [9], to extract 2552
frequent itemsetsM = {m1,m2, . . . } such that, ∀m ∈M , supp(m,T ) ≥ 0.015.

Frequent itemsets selection The frequency (i.e., number of occurrences) of
word w in the dataset T is denoted freq(w, T ), and thus the total number of
words in T is N =

∑
w∈V freq(w, T ). The coverage of a set of words m in T is

coverage(m,T ) =
∑

w∈m freq(w,T )

N .
In order to select an informative subset of itemsets M∗ ⊆ M with size

|M∗| = M , we select iteratively the itemsets leading to the highest gain in
coverage, using the greedy strategy described in Algorithm 1.

In practice, selecting a subset M∗ with size M = 200 and vocabulary V ∗,
leaded to a overall coverage(V ∗, T ) = 0.613. The cumulative gain in coverage
using Algorithm 1, is represented Figures 1.

Algorithm 1 Itemsets selection

1: procedure GreedyItemsetsSelection(T , M, M)
2: M∗ ← ∅ . Initialize M∗
3: for i← 1 to M do
4: V ∗ ←

⋃
M∗ . Vocabulary in M∗

5: m∗ ← arg max
m∈M

(coverage(m \ V ∗)) . Highest coverage itemset

6: M∗ ←M∗ ∪ {m∗} . Update M∗

7: returnM∗, V ∗

1Mainly demonstrative adjectives, indefinite and definite articles
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Figure 1: Model Coverage gain vs. number of itemsets

Itemsets clustering To make sense of the selected itemsets, we have assessed
their presence in the different tweets. To do so, for each itemset m, we have
computed a boolean vector Bm = (1m(t) , ∀t ∈ T ), where 1m⊆V (t ⊆ V ) is an
indicator function such that 1m(t) = 1 if m ⊆ t, and 1m(t) = 0 otherwise.

In order to highlight vectors Bm general trends and smooth their short-term
fluctuations, we applied a Central Moving Average with a window size u = 50,
to compute Xm = CMAu(Bm) the activity vector of each itemset m.

Then we used the well-known K-means algorithm [10], to partition itemsets
into k clusters, according to their respective activity vectors {Xm , ∀m ∈
M∗}, so clusters group itemsets that tend to be active simultaneously.

In order to choose the number of clusters, we have computed the Sum of
Squared Distance (SSE), between vectors Xm and their respective centroids,
for different number of clusters from K = 1 to K = 50. Then, we applied the
Kneedle algorithm [11], to determine the elbow point in the SSE curve (i.e., a
classical indicator for choosing the number of clusters), that suggests to take
K = 9 clusters, as shown Figure 2. Finally the k-means algorithm was executed
1000 times, the clustering leading to the best SSE was selected. Thus, itemsets
M were clustered in K = 9 groups ,

Finally, for each cluster Ck = {m ∈ M}, we computed its activity vector
XCk =

∑
m∈Ck

Xm, as the element-wise sum of activity vectors Xm of each
itemset m belonging to cluster Ck.

Discourse Analysis Methodology The clusters’ itemsets were studied us-
ing Patrick Charaudeau’s well-known discourse analysis methodology [12]. This
methodology, structured according to the Aristotelian classification of Rhetoric
art, identifies three families of discursive strategies, called Ethos Pathos and
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Figure 2: SSE vs. number of clusters, knee point for 9 clusters

Logos.

• Ethos strategies allow the politician to define his discursive identity, and
identify himself with the audience, to increase its credibility and charisma.

• Pathos strategies aim at using rhetoric of effects to bringing out feelings
and passions, and also recruitment processes to lead the audience to accept
the politician’s project willingly.

• Logos strategies rely on rational arguments, mainly based on simplified
causal reasoning, and discursive formulas analogous to slogans.

3 Results

Clusters of itemsets are represented in Table 2, and their temporal activities
are depicted in Figure 3 as a row-wise z-scored heat-map. According to these
results, during his electoral campaign, Morales mainly relies on recruitment
processes based on economical progress and social welfare, which often arise
feelings of hope and pride (clusters 7, 2 and 1). Furthermore, Morales also used
a triadic scenario to oppose neoliberalism and people, and to delegitimize his
main opponent Carlos Mesa, by linking him to the former president Gonzalo
Sánchez de Lozada, how was overthrown in 2003 by a social revolt, during the
so-called “Bolivian gas war”.

Interestingly, at first Morales seems to minimize the social conflicts that arose
soon after the elections. Indeed, he keeps developing recruitment processes as
before, and claiming his electoral victory (cluster 4). Then, he seems to develop
a recruitment process based on nationalism, unity and moral values, in order to
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Figure 3: Standardize average use of each cluster along time

support the request he made to the OAE, to audit the electoral process. We can
also perceive that Morales employs the word racism, possibly to delegitimize the
opposition (cluster 6). Finally in cluster 6, Morales keeps on developing similar
recruitment processes, and he also employs many terms related to peace. And
thus, he aims a coping with the social crisis by showing himself as a peacemaker.
Nevertheless, he simulteaously use verbs in infinitive, with an imperative value,
that suggest he calls upon his supporters and people to defend his government.

Finally, after being overthrown, Morales almost completely drops the previ-
ous recruitment process strategies, in order to devote almost entirely to the de-
scription of a new triadic scenario. On the one hand, he denounces his enemies,
(i.e., the army, the police, opponents leaders such as Luis Fernando Camacho
and the new president Jeanine Añez), as a member of a dictatorship, and he
also denounces their actions as a violent coup. On the other hand, he describes
his allies, which would also correspond to the victims, i.e., indigenous and poor
people. This description aims at evoking strong feelings in the audience, such
as injustice, empathy, piety, fear, sadness and hatred. Moreover it aims at dele-
gitimizing his opponents, by depicting them as a violent and racist group, and
it aims at recruiting new allies based on their ethnic and ideological belonging.

4 Conclusion and Discussion
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k Itemsets

7 familias trabajadores jóvenes nuevas·generaciones neoliberales liberación educación proyec-

tos salud autoridades informó entregamos garantizamos garantiza saludamos gracias·unidad

prensa oruro años cada

2 pobreza octubre masacre sánchez·carlos·mesa·lozada cómplices eeuu·gas industrial-

ización·nacionalización muy·futuroseguro estabilidad económica plan seguridad garantizar

fortaleza historia mejor gran muchas trabajamos poĺıtica junto juntos nuestras cariño re-

unimos sucre homenaje agradecido·apoyo mientras fue aśı d́ıa

1 más·ahora económico·crecimiento trabajo procesodecambio rrnn construcción obras ley in-

versiones conciencia será grande grandes estamos cierre·campaña unidos vamos concen-

tración santacruz lapaz potośı reportó desde hasta

4 como·es·hoy·bolivia soberańıa agua integración desarrollo beneficio solidaridad·hermano

nueva tenemos triunfo voto cochabamba argentina páıses entregar nunca porque todas

6 pueblo·por·para·que familia entre·bolivianos racismo nuestra·querida·su hermanos·sus

agradecemos·nos somos auditoŕıa compromiso páıs poĺıtico pero solo está primera ni era

0 sectores·sociales profesionales humildes campo ciudad social·paz patria boliviana economı́a

paćıficamente proceso libre hermana hermanas hemos casa nuestro·no defender cuidar tra-

bajar escuchar todo ante manera medio

3 pobres golpe·estado·democracia violencia·mi grupos boliviano derecho poĺıticas paćıfica elec-

ciones democrática constitucional cpe rt·evoespueblo mundo llamado evo pido me presidente
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tas golpista dictadura militares agradezco mis respeto diálogo libertad denuncio

comunidad·internacional después tienen

8 pueblos·identidad movimiento·ind́ıgena movimientos fuerza derecha dignidad·lucha derechos

nacional gobierno·nuestros saludo defensa son sin ser tiene sobre quieren
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